World ozone day 2019

Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources of the Republic of Azerbaijan

In 2019 the representatives of the Climate Change and Ozone Center (CCOC) in cooperation with the SOCAR (State Oil Company of the Azerbaijan Republic) organized activities and programs of awareness-raising events, devoted to the International Day for the Preservation of the Ozone Layer, September 16.
1. Secondary school No203 in Shuvalan

The CCOC and SOCAR representatives organized a lecture at the school No203, Shuvalan, the largest school of the county. This activity was attended by the students and the teachers. During the event shared information on negative impact of the UV radiation, ozone layer and Montreal Protocol and Kigali Amendment and about the importance of protecting ozone layer.
2. Meeting in the National Hidrometeorological Department devoted to International Ozone Day

In September 16 the staff of the National Hydrometeorological Department (NHD) come together and discussed of activities which have been implemented on preservation of ozone layer in Republic of Azerbaijan. During the meeting speeches were delivered by the members of the NHD Ozone Division where shared the achievements of the Republic of Azerbaijan in the global efforts of preserving the ozone layer, underlined the activity on acceleration of phase out of HCFCs in Azerbaijan which.

https://www.facebook.com/445297749363185/photos/a.445300972696196/49453251105301/?type=3&theater
3. Study tour to “TITAN GROUP LLC”

The staff of the Climate Change and Ozone Center visited the “TITAN GROUP LLC” a manufacturer of commercial and industrial refrigerators’ equipment in Azerbaijan since 1989. Where there they got familiar with replaced ozone-friendly equipments and with the training center for RAC sector specialists.

https://www.facebook.com/445297749363185/photos/a.445300972696196/495085461051080/?type=3&theater
Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources of Republic of Azerbaijan has posted press-realize devoted to World Ozone Day in the official Facebook page of the Ministry.